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Board Meeting Minutes 

Meeting Minutes for the Board of Directors 
The Experiential School of Greensboro 

Tuesday, August 4th, 2020 
5:30pm 

Virtual/Zoom  

Zoom Meeting 
Meeting ID: 823 6257 8694 
Passcode: wY40h1 

Present: Leila Villaverde, Joanna Lower, Jeannette Alarcon, Yacine Kout, Roy Carter, Jay Hawkins, Travis 
Laughlin, Greg Bush 

Guests: Jennifer Rogers, Kristen Kevorkian, Terri Watson, Kerri Clavette, Jonathon, Suzanne Woodard, 
Mary Kristen Clark 

Leila Villaverde called the meeting to order at: 5:32 p.m. 

Approval of Agenda 
Leila Villaverde called for a motion to approve the agenda. Jeannette Alarcon motioned to approve the 
agenda, Yacine Kout seconded, all were in favor, and the motion carried unanimously 

Approval of July Meeting Minutes 
July 2, 6, 7, 8, 10, 17, 24, and 31, 2020 
Leila Villaverde called for a motion to approve all the minutes from July. Jeannette Alarcon motioned to 
approve the meeting minutes from July, Greg Bush seconded, all were in favor, and the motion carried 
unanimously. 

Public Comment  
There was no public comment. 

Report from Executive Director 
Tracy Shaw indicated she would send her written report to the board following the board meeting. 

• Remote Learning Plans: The COVID-19 Task Force continues to work on remote learning plans.
The plan was submitted to the state.  The task force has now moved into day to day planning for
the students.  Daily schedules will be submitted Wednesday, August 4th for review.  After
approval, families will be notified via email and the website will be updated.

• The Task Force will be discussing how to do home visits, new family welcomes, etc in the coming
week.

• Jump Start: The plan was submitted and approved. Terri Watson is leading this effort. The funds
dropped July 16th. The full plan and budget are located in the COVID Binder.

• Computers have been ordered, but shipping has been delayed.  Hopefully they will be here by the
end of August.
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• Enrollment has been going well.  There have been some withdraws but, slots are picked up 
immediately. Mr. Durham is providing her updates daily and he is starting to receive new student 
paperwork.   

• Professional Development: Tracy Shaw noted that she has been in conversation with Leila 
Villaverde daily, working on Professional Development plans for the staff. She noted that there 
are a few more hires to make.  

o 5 teachers received Orton-Gillingham training as part of the JumpStart program plan 
o Experiential Education training on August 13th  
o Training in Standards Based Grading in PowerSchool is scheduled for August 14th 

Tracy Shaw shared her biggest challenge since starting is getting access to systems with the Department 
of Public Instruction such as PowerSchool. In the meantime, Angel Biegert and Arthur Durham have been 
fantastic. Tracy Shaw has met with all of the teachers at this point except two. She is hoping to have a full 
staff meeting soon. 
 
Jeannette Alarcon asked about enrollment and wait lists. Tracy Shaw responded that there are waitlists in 
every grade, enrollment is good, and we are at capacity.  
 
Roy Carter asked about home visit protocols, how are we keeping everyone safe? Tracy Shaw clarified 
that the home visits would be virtual, that teachers would not be going to actual homes.  
 
Jay Hawkins asked about an open house? Tracy Shaw indicated it would be a virtual open house. She also 
shared that some teachers were exploring a drive through but, there could not be engagement. She 
indicated they were trying to think about ways particularly for kindergarten teachers to connect with 
students and families.  
 
Standing Committee Reports  
There were no standing committee reports. However, Leila Villaverde circled back to a question that was 
raised about the budget and she had reached out to the accounting firm to address. She also shared that 
the facilities renovations were continuing and were expected to wrap up at the start of the school year. 
Since we are remote, it won’t impact the school year, but she wanted to share that the renovations were 
on track.  
 
New Business 

1. Protocol discussions for onsite work. 
Tracy shared that some teachers were requesting access to the building and she was in conversation 
about this with Angel Biegert. There are some concerns with teachers coming into the building. First, 
we need protocols for anyone entering the building including follow up cleaning. At this time, we 
have not wanted anyone entering the building because of the renovations.  
 
Roy Carter asked why teachers would need to be in their classroom? Tracy Shaw responded that 
teachers have materials at the school they would like to access and use, some want space with a dry 
erase board. There is the thought, we could set up a day for teachers to come back and pick up more 
supplies so that they could work better from home. Jeannette Alarcon noted that she can understand 
that but, is concerned about a lot of traffic during the health crisis. A work around may be having 1 or 
2 designated spaces that they could use on set schedule, and contained, and maybe not the first day 
of school. Jay Hawkins suggested some type of a rotation by staff to have fewer people in the building 
on any given day. Once we get started, we will have a good sense how the school year needs to go. 
Roy Carter noted you are not going to be able to control the bumping into, the traffic, there are so 
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many blind spaces, so protocols are needed to keep everyone safe. People will be interacting, more 
casual interactions, he suggested keeping it simple. Travis Laughlin agreed, understood, and totally 
empathized about picking up stuff, and suggested a rotation. Some may not have a need and opt out. 
Leila Villaverde shared that this was discussed in the Covid Task Force, some teachers may be tight on 
space in their own residence and so wanted to come in and record their lessons, there will be more 
live and pre-recorded lessons this year, so that is something else to consider. She also recommended 
some level of rotation to keep capacity/occupancy down. She also suggested have a station upon 
entry to take temperature. Joanna Lower noted that we would need to be diligent about requiring 
face masks and think about the use of bathroom facilities. She noted even in spaces with protocols 
she has noticed people not following them and we would need to be sure our protocols were 
followed. It was noted that we would want to look at the cleaning contract and be sure utilized 
spaces were cleaned extra well, with staggered access to the building. Tracy Shaw followed up that 
she would do more assessment. It was noted that things change rapidly and we learn more, and it is 
good to use caution. Travis Laughlin also noted that when we take a level of care, it’s more likely to 
be taken seriously. If individuals know they have a set time to get in and out, people reassess their 
needs, Tracy Shaw said she would further discuss with the Covid Task Force, teachers, and staff. Greg 
Bush asked about the construction workers in the building and what screening protocol they were 
using and was the site manager overseeing this? Tracy Shaw said she would follow up with Angel on 
that tomorrow.  
 

2. Bylaws and policy revisions. 
Greg Bush began the discussion with the suggesting of changing the day of the board meeting from 
the first Tuesday of each month to the second Tuesday. This way financials would be available with 
more time to review. Jeannette Alarcon noted that she thought that was a good point and inquired 
how we choose the day of the week. Joanna Lower suggested we might consider choosing the day of 
the week every 6 months if not for the year. To clarify the board chooses the day of the week which 
could be decided during the summer prior to each school year. Jeannette Alarcon shared the thought 
in choosing Tuesdays was to avoid Monday holidays.  There was consensus to move the board 
meetings to the second week of the month and determine the day of board meetings in July, prior to 
the school-year.  

 
Leila Villaverde provided clarification around board vacancies and board membership. She noted that 
vacancies can be addressed at any point. And any member could do a second term. If a person wants 
to go up for a second term they would be voted on. The organizational meeting would be in Oct, but 
anytime a member’s term expired, they could be renewed (within the 2 terms possible) or a new 
member voted on.  

 
Yacine Kout confirmed in the revised bylaws the number of committees is reduced to three. He asked 
if current committees would be resolved or would there be special committees? Leila Villaverde 
clarified that the Board Attorney suggested having three committees – one focused on curriculum, 
finance, and grievances. For everything else the board would work together. This reflects closer to 
how we have been working, with a lot of communication across board members. The three 
committees are issues that require closer study. Leila Villaverde also noted that in her study of other 
charters, there were wide variations. Jeannette Alarcon stated that this makes the distribution of 
work more streamlined and gives a space for work to happen as needed. Committees can meet as 
needed; it reflects a more reasonable mechanism for decision making that is more streamlined. 
Joanna Lower mentioned that in terms of process, once discussion comes to an end, and if we 
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approve, while we are doing the work, if we see a need for a change, we can propose that and revise 
accordingly.  

 
Leila Villaverde noted these bylaw revisions also required a charter amendment. She explained that 
when you renew or amend bylaws, you send the amendment to DPI for approval. They review and 
give feedback. The two amendments we are submitting before September have to do with the bylaw 
revision and restructuring. Depending on the type of revision it may be approved by OCS or need to 
go to the State Board of Education. These revisions are first approved by us, then sent to our 
attorney, then OCS, so they are vetted at various levels. Roy Carter asked Tracy Show how the 
changes sounded in terms of the methods of communication and processes. He noted that these are 
streamlined and wanted to know if it was clear who to reach out to very quickly, and that it made us 
more nimble. Tracy Shaw agreed and noted that it will be easier for communication, knowing who to 
go to. Joanna Lower mentioned that the revised bylaws are much clearer and she appreciated the 
research done by Leila Villaverde as well as the guidance of the Board’s Attorney. Leila Villaverde 
noted that in her research of the charter schools that were likeminded, Fernleaf (4-5 years in 
operation) and Arts Based (20 years in operation), it was helpful to see the similarities and the 
differences. 

 
Leila Villaverde asked if we were ready to entertain a motion to approve the revised bylaws. Roy 
Carter motioned to approve the revised bylaws, Jay Hawkins seconded, all were in favor, and the 
motion carried unanimously.  
 
Leila Villaverde transitioned to policy revisions and referenced the list given to the board (policy # 
102, 103, 104, 109, 110, 111-5, 117, 118, 121, 122, 202, 203-4, 207, 208, 301, 303-4, 305, 403, 404-5, 
406, 407, 408, 409, 412, 417, 800, 908, 914-5, 917). Leila Villaverde explained that most of the 
revisions were because of the changes that were made in the bylaws and restructuring. For example, 
changes may have reflected changing actions of a committee that no longer existed and changing 
information around the new structure. There were a few policies that needed to be consolidated. For 
example, policies related to board meetings in terms of regular board, special meeting, or emergency 
meetings were merged into one policy with all the information about board meetings scheduling and 
posting in one policy. There are some policies where there was notation that we are not voting on 
today because additional information is being sought (including policy #119, 123, 411, 425, 609, and 
804) particularly around Administrator reports, personnel, process pieces, and/or that need Attorney 
review. The rest of the revised policies are to align with the bylaws and leadership structure. Leila 
Villaverde noted that reading all of the policies several times gave her an opportunity to also clarify 
language. Two policies needed changes because of covid-19 legislation. It helps to have the policies 
approved going into the new year and as they are operationalized, we may need to make tweaks and 
that can be a part of the conversation throughout the year. Leila Villaverde asked if we were ready for 
a motion to approve the policy revisions? There was no objection.  Leila Villaverde said she would 
entertain a motion to approve the policy revisions. Jeannette Alarcon moved to approve the policy 
revisions, Jay Hawkins seconded, all were in favor, and the motion carried unanimously.   

 
3. Ratification of minutes. 
It was brought to our attention that there were some board meeting minutes that were pending final 
uploading. Joanna Lower looked through all the minutes from almost 3 years of operation and found 
minutes in the board binder or previous director emails that had not been uploaded. That is, having 
been approved or completed, yet weren’t always uploaded to the website. This responsibility resided 
with one of the previous co-directors. They are all up on the website now. Leila Villaverde called for a 
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motion that all minutes have been addressed and ratified. Jeannette Alarcon motioned to ratify the 
minutes, Travis Laughlin seconded, all were in favor, and motion carried unanimously.  

 
4. Amendment approvals. 
Leila Villaverde indicated she needed a formal motion to approve the amendments to be sent to the 
Office of Charter Schools including Amendment 1) the revised bylaws, and Amendment 2) 
clarification of the leadership structure. Roy Carter motioned to approve the Amendments 1 and 2, 
including the revised bylaws and leadership structure. Greg Bush seconded, all were in favor, and the 
motion carried unanimously.  

 
Old Business and Announcements 
Joanna Lower noted we are in the hiring process and to kindly stay alert to come together to vote on 
personnel. Leila Villaverde added that there were various ways we were advertising positions including 
the Charter School Newsletter, Charter School Association, universities’ career services, nonprofits, and 
career fairs will be soon happening. The word is out. Leila Villaverde also reiterated what Tracy Shaw 
shared earlier that the teachers are amazing and are determined to make sure whoever joins their teams 
is a good fit and are really generous in embracing the whole house. She shared each House has an EC 
Teacher and an Assistant Teacher as well and while there are different roles and capacities, they are part 
of the whole house team. And although not ideal to have openings at this point, she has been very 
impressed with the teachers working as a team, wanting to find the right person for the house and for the 
students.  
 
Joanna Lower shared she was thankful for the new tesg emails for the board and asked that our contact 
information on the website be updated. Leila Villaverde shared that IT is working on the staff page and 
that she will change the board directory immediately.  
 
Tracy Shaw shared her appreciation for Leila Villaverde and her support to help with the transition. That 
they have been speaking daily and she is grateful for the support. 
 
Leila Villaverde called for a motion to adjourn. Jeannette Alarcon motioned, Roy Carter seconded, all 
were in favor, and the motion carried unanimously. The meeting adjourned at 6:27 p.m.  
 
  




